Jack had a net to get a cod fish for Jed, the cat. Jack sat on a rock with his net. Jed sat on a log. Jack had the luck! He was quick with the net. He got the cod fish. Jed had a dish of fish.
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The hall was such a big mess! Mom was not mad. She did not yell, but she said, “Pick this up!” “What a mess!” said Mom.

“Put your ball in the box and get this mud off the wall.” Jill and Bill did the big job. Did they fuss? They did not fuss at all.
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Pam and Dan sat on a hill in the sun. Then, Sam sat with them.

Pam had a red and tan ball from the shop. “Can you toss it to me?” said Dan. “Pass it back to me.” said Sam. Sam, Pam, and Dan had fun with the ball.
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Mack is not a fan of bugs, not one bit! If a bug gets on Mack’s bed, Mack gets mad. Mack yells at the bug, “Get off this bed you big, bad bug!” If the bug does not go, Mack yells for his dad. If dad is not there, Mack runs.
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King Sam sings to the kids. The king can not sing. His song is bad! The kids say “Stop!” The king winks and the song stops. The kids say, “Thank you, King Sam.”
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Mom said, “Jess, you have to get a dress at the shop. Let’s go and you can try some of them.” They went to the shop. Jess held up a red dress. “Can I try this one?” That dress was just too small.

Then Jess held up another one. It was a pink silk dress.

“That is the best dress!” said Mom. “If it does fit you, I will get that one for you.” The pink dress did fit Jess, but it had a small rip in it. Mom said, “I can fix that rip. I will mend it for you.” Jess said, “Thank you, Mom!” She was so glad to get the pink silk dress.
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Fred the frog **likes** to hop, and jump. He hops over the twig and he jumps on the grass. He is quick! He jumps over the mud and between the two dogs. He jumps on the steps.

Then I did not see him. Where did Fred go? Did Fred hop up on that bench? Yes he did. Then he went into my hut.

Did Fred hop up on my bed? Yes he did.

“Yuck! Get off Fred!”
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The kids were camping by the small pond. They each had to do a job that was on a long list. Some of the jobs were fun. Two kids had to put up the flag, which was the best task of all.

Then the kids went for a swim and sat on the grass in the sun. Next, the kids went on the big swings that were down at the end of the camp. At last the day was over.

They went into the tent and slept. The kids sat up one by one. “It stinks!” said the kids, “We smell a skunk!” The kids ran out of the tent in a rush. What did they see? A skunk was on a stump! “Help!” The kids were fast. They ran back into the tent and hid. The skunk did not go in so they rested at last.
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Jake the whale was very big. He had many whale friends.

They all would ride the waves.

One time, Jake and his friends were out on the waves and Jake dove down into the sea. He went to hide, and his friends did not see where he went. They could not get him. “I think that Jake is lost!” said one of his friends.

But Jake was not lost at all. He did a flip and a jump and was back with his other whale friends. They all swam into the big waves and had fun.
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Ed had a pet dog, Jackson. Jackson was Ed’s best friend. They got up at sunrise. Just when Ed was finishing a pancake, Jackson came to him with a ball. Ed put on his jacket and they went out. Jackson and Ed had fun with the ball.

Then, the ball went into a bucket of mud in the sandbox. Jackson did not see it. He dug in the sand, but did not get the ball. It was not there.

Then, the bucket fell over and the ball fell out. The mud fell out too, and it landed on Jackson! He was a mess!

At sunset, Jackson and Ed had a nap. It was a fun day.
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Brad, Stan, and Jeff had their lunches in a bag to take to the park. At the park, they played many games. Brad had a basketball and they shot it into the net. At last they sat on a big rock and ate their lunches.

When they were set to go have another contest, Brad said, “I lost my glasses!” He insisted that he put them on the big rock, but they were not there. Stan, Brad, and Jeff went on a hunt for the glasses. The kids must get the glasses. Brad’s mom would be upset.

Where could they look? Brad’s glasses were not on the steps. Brad’s glasses were not on top of the hotrod. Then Stan went back to the spot where they had lunch. There was a shrub next to the rock where they had sat. Brad’s glasses were in the branches of the shrub! Brad was so glad to get his glasses back. “Thanks, Stan!” he said.
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Blake and Jess were at the pond. Blake did not want to get wet. He had on new pants and a good top and he did not plan to swim. Jess went into the water and was splashing Blake. That was a problem.

Blake was mad at Jess and said, “Stop splashing!” Jess did stop. But then, Jess was jumping into the pond. Her big jumps made big splashes. Jess insisted that the splash was not big. Blake grunted and said, “I advise you to stop splashing!” Jess did stop. But then Jess got out of the water.

She fell off a log and landed in the pond. **Guess** what? It made a big splash! Blake’s new pants and good top were all wet.

Jess had not wanted to splash him that time, but she did!
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